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1 INTRODUCTION
SMSAM SYSTEMS LTD is a PAN African Cybersecurity services firm with a mission to securing all
of Africa's digital assets against all forms of cyber-attacks. Headquartered in Lagos, Nigeria and
with presence in 17 African countries as of today, we deliver on our mission by leveraging a
bespoke cybersecurity framework developed internally, i.e.

THE VIPDDR CYBERSECURITY

FRAMEWORK (TVCF)
This framework has its mission in helping organizations avoiding devastating breaches, by
delivering, proactive, practical, proven, comprehensive, continuous and cost-effective security
methodology based on three (3) cardinal objectives of disrupting, frustrating and slowing
down an adversaries’ attack paths.
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2 SMSAM SYSTEMS MANAGED CYBERSECURITY
PLATFORM (SSMCP)
This SSMCP offering comes in two (2) different flavors, i.e. aiMPDR and aiMDR.
aiMPDR. This is an advanced managed cybersecurity platform that is powered by THE VIPDDR
CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK (TVCF) and delivers prevention, detection and response
capabilities.
aiMDR. This is an advanced managed cybersecurity platform that is powered by THE VIPDDR
CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK (TVCF) and delivers detection and response capabilities.
WHY ORGANIZATION NEED aiMPDR or aiMDR?
Cyber threats are rising in both volume and sophistication every day. Traditionally, Cyber
defense has been at a disadvantage- attackers needed to succeed just once while defenders had
to protect a large, complex, and ever-expanding attack surface 24×7. Furthermore, most
organizations are held back from being secure against breaches because of multifaceted issues
such as;
1- Budget, i.e. I can’t afford to purchase all the security products I need, nor the team to
operate them.
2- Staff, i.e. I don’t have enough people in my security team
3- Skill, i.e. My security team isn’t skilled enough to make the best out of the deployed
products
4- Time, i.e. The volume of alerts and the required time to operated them outruns our
capacity.
Both aiMPDR and aiMDR platforms overcomes the disadvantaged organizations by combining
AI, ML, Dynamic Threat models and tailored intelligence with people skills to deliver proven,
practical, proactive, comprehensive, continuous and cost-effective cyber defenses threat
management.
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3 THE ROLE OF A SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTER (SOC)
The digitalization of an organization’s operations comes with immense benefits and attendant
risk. In this age of daily crippling cyberattacks, the criminals (insiders and externals) takes
advantage of digital transformation initiatives to perpetrate havoc.
In addition to the immense benefits that a digital transformation program brings to a business,
such businesses need to be in a position to prevent, detect and react to incidents quickly. Many
businesses suffer catastrophically due to the effects of a cyber-attacks, because they fail to
prepare and developed a proactive security operations program. One of the best solutions for
keeping businesses safe in the face of the current increasing waves of cyber-attacks is setting up
a Security Operations Centre (SOC).
A SOC is not an assemblage of shinny LCD screens, monitoring reactive alerts (after the damage
has been done), but a platform with proven capabilities that protects the confidentiality, integrity
and availability of the organization’s information systems and assets. The ultimate objective of
a SOC is not only meeting up with compliance or regulatory requirements but STOPPING
BREACHES.
A SOC that delivers on stopping breaches uses a systematic and automated approach to
optimize the abilities of its people, the capabilities of technology, and the structure of processes
to most effectively protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the organization’s
information systems and assets against an increasingly varied, adaptive and sophisticated set of
adversaries.

3.1 COMPONENTS OF A SOC.
A SOC must take into consideration the seamless security of the entire gamut of an
organization’s IT infrastructures and assets, i.e. Endpoints, Networks, Applications and
Users. Hitherto, traditional SOC operations has revolves around 3 main components, i.e.
People, Process and Technology. Now, a SOC that works must include Tailored
Intelligence in the mix.
Tailored intelligence optimizes the abilities of its people, the capabilities of technology,
and the structure of processes to most effectively protect the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of the organization’s information systems and assets against an increasingly
varied, adaptive and sophisticated set of adversaries.
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3.2 NSA SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTER (SOC) PRINCIPLES
Our SOC design methodology is compliant with the NSA’s design principle as documented
available here:
https://www.nsa.gov/resources/cybersecurity-professionals/assets/files/top-5-socprinciples.pdf

3.3 SIEM – CENTERPIECE OF A NEXT-GEN SOC
Even though SIEMs do a good job of centralized analysis and reporting by aggregating, indexing
and storing logs from different data sources, correlating this information for incident
investigation, and compliance reporting through analysis of historical data, yet most
organizations today fail to derive the best value out of SIEM because of its implementation
complexity, operational challenges, and total cost of ownership (TCO).
Further, increased attack surface with the adoption of hybrid cloud networks, sophisticated
threat vectors and high volume of incidents, compliance laws getting more stringent, limited
security budget and security skill shortage, businesses today need SIEM technology that is driven
by analytics, behavioral analysis for current & historical context, automates certain SIEMgenerated tasks, provides greater visibility of network traffic moving across the organization, and
understands and analyzes threat indicators to improve the overall security posture.
A SOC that deliver its mission of stopping breaches must have capabilities inbuilt with artificial
intelligence with machine learning, while ingesting all security events from network flows,
network traffic, systems log, endpoint data, threat intel feeds, users identities, identity assets
context amongst others. Traditional or Legacy SIEMs were not designed to operate in today’s
BIG data environment, hence they struggle to ingest these events thereby leaving the
organizations to massive blind spots.
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3.3.1 Seceon aiSIEM
As Gartner stated, modern SIEM’s key capabilities include, large-scale and more robust
data collection from cloud and other modern IT data sources, collect & analyze logs and
data from networks & endpoints, incorporate threat intelligence feeds for correlation and
enrichment, enhanced data analytics beyond rules, fast and scalable search over volumes
of raw data and, most importantly, automated response.
Our SIEM platform (Seceon aiSIEM) delivers richer features than legacy SIEMs.
Ten (10) Salient Features of Seceon OTM Platform:
1. Seceon’s Open Threat Management Platform is a fully automated single solution that
identifies both known and zero-day threats. It automatically detects and stops threats as
they appear, while filtering out non-critical issues. It helps companies save millions of
dollars being spent annually to address data loss along with dramatically reducing the
number of cybersecurity tools (silo solutions) required in their ecosystem.
2. Seceon OTM Platform provides automatic threat containment and elimination in realtime. It provides a proverbial virtual security analyst with automated real-time elimination
and containment of threats. Additionally, it not only reports via email or text notifications
to the security team but can also takes necessary actions to stop the threat in real-time.
This significantly minimizes the effort and cuts the response time literally down to
minutes.
3. Seceon’s OTM Platform is built upon the latest fast Big Data technology of today. It is
using spark streaming for real time processing, Elasticsearch & Cassandra database for
real-time fast search & storage, and Apache kafka® as a message bus. It provides
remediation with next-generation firewalls, routers, switches and generates fully
analyzed threat analytics and reports. Further, Seceon OTM can be deployed on
baremetal, virtual machine or in cloud and protects private/hybrid clouds with both
north-south and east-west traffic.
4. Seceon OTM consumes both logs and flows to extract a wealth of information. It
automates data collection, analysis and correlation with behaviors and threat models
using machine learning for proactive threat detection of known & unknown threats in
real-time. These include, malwares, insider threats, compromised credentials, Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs), DDoS attacks, etc. The platform provides a powerful correlation
engine which significantly reduces the alert fatigue surfacing only the threats that matter
(fewer false positives). Real-time behavioral analytics is used to combat threats by
developing comprehensive threat models providing organizations an ability to conduct
risk assessments of users and systems.
5. Seceon OTM provides comprehensive visualization of all assets, traffic and threats. In
addition, it provides the capability to define asset groups based on network CIDR, IP
address range, applications & domain and subsequently whitelists the communication
patterns. This helps in creating policy controls and satisfies the segmentation
requirements for various regulations which, allows customers to decide which assets, or
groups of assets can be accessed by whom within or from outside the organization.
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6. Seceon OTM learns and get smarter every day from false positive alerts. It has flexible
policies that move with work-load and users. Also, it does AI driven policy violation
detection and remediation.
7. Seceon’s pricing model is simple and based on number of devices (note: prices differ for
critical and non-critical devices). Any amount of data from all sources is collected and
analyzed in real-time to identify and detect threats.
8. Seceon OTM is very easy to manage and operate with no rules to configure and dynamic
Threat Models along with ML/AI algorithms to automatically adjust the models. There is
never a need to update the rules.
9. Seceon provides simple powerful Policy Management and Enforcement.
10. Seceon OTM significantly reduces operational expenses with no specialized training or
skills needed for the operator.
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4 RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
FOR AIMPDR AND AIMDR
Equipping a SOC (hybrid or fully outsourced) with the right security controls is as contained in
THE VIPDDR CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK.
aiMPDR and aiMDR Technologies stack. These are the recommended technologies stack for
the SSMCP offering. The main difference between aiMPDR and aiMDR revolves around coverage
that is of interest to prospective organization. For example, if aiMDR is the choice, then the
organization concerned might only opt for items 9 and 11. Conversely, if aiMPDR is the choice,
i.e. an end to end cyber defense methodology that spans the entire IT infrastructures, then all
items in the below should be considered.
S/N TECHNOLOGY

WEBSITE

DEPLOYMENT

1

DMARC Authentication

www.dmarcian.com

Cloud

2

Cloud

Email

Security www.avanan.com

Cloud

Website www.baffinbaynetworks.com

Cloud

(0365 & G-Suite)
3

Consolidated
Security

4

Cybersecurity

Assets www.axonius.com

On-Premise

Management
5

AD

Vulnerability

& www.javelin-networks.com

On-Premise

Protection
6-

AD Privileged Accounts www.paramountdefenses.com

On-Premise

Discovery
7

Automated

Penetration www.pcysys.com

On-Premise

Testing
8

Consolidated

www.beyondsecurity.com

Vulnerability Assessment

On-Premise
/Cloud

(External/Internal)
9

Consolidated

Internal www.cynet.com

Network Security

On-Premise
/Cloud

10

Cyber Threat Intelligence

www.ixiacom.com/products/threatarmor On-Premise

11

aiSIEM

www.seceon.com

12

Phishing Simulation and www.keepnetlabs.com

On-Premise
On-Premise

Email Threat Simulation
13

Network Access Control www.easynac.com

On-Premise

(NAC)
14

External Attack Testing

www.cycognito.com

Cloud

15

AD Disaster Recovery

www.semperis.com

On-Premise
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